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Column: Delving into GM's crimes
f
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Although federal prosecutors discovered multiple
felonies when investigating General Motors Co. over
faulty ignition switches, the Department of Justice
just settled the case for 5900 million without charging
the company with a crime or forcing GM to admit
criminal CUI pability.

It's hard to imagine a rationale for accepting such a cost-of-doing-business payment to
cover-up that quite literally Killed people. Did the law tie the hands of prosecutors at the
Department of Justice, preventing them from convicting GM?
In a word, no.

General Motors Knew about a serious defect in its cars but concealed the hazard for
years. Faulty ignition switches stalled its compact cars when drivers brushed their Key
fobs with a Knee, turning off power steering, braKes and air bags. GM has admitted the
switch defect caused 124 deaths though the true number is liKely far higher.
The government has prosecuted other companies and their executives in cases wiih
roughly similar circumstances in recent years, including cases involving sales of
salmonella-tainted peanut bulter and meningococcal fungal-infected steroids. To read
the government's criminal charges in the GM case is to see that a case was ready to
be filed, based on multiple viclations of wire fraud laws and failure to notify the
government about the defect.

GM engineers Knew ignition switches on compact cars had insufficient torque even
before the cars first rolled off !he line in 2001. The pin inside the switch was so fragile
that it routinely reverted to the "accessory· position. Sudden stalls left agitated drivers
to try to move the car across several lanes of traffic to the shoulder, praying that they
did not cross the path of a trucK or SUV.

In 2005, the engineer responsible for the switch became so concerned that he secretly
changed the internal components of the switch but never told the multiple internal
committees convened to palaver about the defect, leaving hundreds of thOusands of
vehicles with the defective part on the road.

Despite this blatant cover-up, the committees were receiving constant reports - some
from their own employees - about the stalling problems. Over the course of several
years, GM executives appointed three managers to act as "champions· to resolve the
problem. They were supposed to worK across stove-piped departments to resolve tt.
But GM's internal culture of groupthinK allowed dozens of people to avoid
accountability despite their clear collective Knowledge that the switch wasn't wor1<i ng.
The agreement GM signed la,t weeK to avoid a criminal plea is Known as a "deferred
prosecution agreement" or DPA. In these deals - which started becoming
commonplace for corporate wrongdoers about two decades ago and have been
heavily used by the Obama administration - prosecutors agree not to criminally
prosecute a company in exchange for little more than payment of a fine and a promise
by the corporate wrongdoer not to viol ate the law in the future.

These deals don't punish corporate wrongdoers, don't deter future criminal activity, and
don't deliver justice to the victims of the corporate malfeasance or to their families.
Instead, the deals exemplify a double standard, which punishes street criminals
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